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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an expressive visual text to speech system (VTTS) based on a deep neural network (DNN). Given an input text sentence and a set of expression tags, the VTTS is able to produce not only the audio speech, but also the accompanying facial movements. The expressions can either be one of the expressions in the training corpus or a blend of expressions from the training corpus. Furthermore, we present a method of adapting a previously trained DNN to include a new expression using a small amount of training data. Experiments show that the proposed DNN-based VTTS is preferred by 57.9% over the baseline hidden Markov model based VTTS which uses cluster adaptive training.

Index Terms— Expressive Visual Text to Speech, Expression Adaptation, Deep Neural Network

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a system that, given a text sentence and some expressive tag, produces a photorealistic talking head. Talking heads can be used to improve human-machine interactions systems. Such systems have been used in education, in reading news or eBooks and even in post processing of film production.

In this paper, we present a DNN-based text driven expressive talking head. The contributions of this work include an adaptation of audio DNN-based text to speech (TTS) to VTTS, a novel method of producing expressive visual speech using a DNN, yielding superior results compared to HMM-based VTTS, and a method of adapting a pretrained TTS system to incorporate a new expression using a small amount of adaptation data.

2. PRIOR WORK

Previously, various approaches have been presented for VTTS. In particular unit selection methods [11], interpolation methods [2], statistical methods based on hidden Markov models (HMM) [1] as well as hybrid systems that use HMMs to guide sample selection [16]. In this work, we pursue a DNN-based method for expressive VTTS.

Deep learning approaches have proven successful in many areas of signal processing (in computer vision [7], natural language processing [10] and automatic speech recognition [4] to name a few), including speech synthesis. Deep learning approaches to speech synthesis are statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) systems. Recently, some deep learning approaches to TTS include [8], where a deep belief network is used to jointly model the acoustic and linguistic features and [19], where DNNs are used to map the linguistic features to acoustic features.

2.1. Talking Heads

Many talking heads, including the one presented in this work, use active appearance models (AAM) [3] to model the face region. Given a training set of images, each marked with a set of landmark points, an AAM builds an orthogonal basis of both shape and texture modes to describe most of the variation in the training set. By taking a weighted sum of these modes, different configurations of the images can be produced and these weights, or AAM parameters, are the parameters used to model the image set.

Talking heads can be considered in two categories: speech driven and text driven. In speech driven talking heads the audio speech in some way drives the visual model. In text driven talking heads both the audio and visual speech are synthesised from an input text sentence.

Several speech driven neural network based talking head models have been proposed recently. In [6], a context label sequence is generated from the audio speech and an AAM models the movement in the lower half of the facial region and a deep bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) is used to map the label sequence to AAM parameters. In [9], a deep bidirectional LSTM with a bottleneck layer is trained to regress hand crafted low level descriptor features to contextual labels and the bottleneck features are regressed to facial animation parameters to drive the face model. In [13], a bidirectional LSTM is used to map MFCCs derived from the audio speech to Active Shape Model parameters and argue...
this implicitly captures expression through the MFCCs and therefore can model expressive speech.

In text driven talking heads, the closest work to this one is by Anderson et al [1]. In [1], the audio features of a HMM-based TTS system are augmented with AAM parameters to form the full talking head. Different expressions are modelled using cluster adaptive training (CAT) [18]. The visual model used in [1] is the same as what is used here. In contrast to [6], the AAM covers the entire facial region. However, this work differs in that [1] uses a CAT HMM-based synthesis model to model different expressions, whereas this work models all expressions together in a single, multiple output DNN.

2.2. Adaptation

Speaker adaptation refers to the use of a small amount of training data from a novel speaker to modify a system that has already been trained on a large amount of training data. Speaker adaptation in DNN-based synthesis systems is performed in [17] and [5]. In [17], the system is modified in three ways. A speaker-specific code is appended to the input, a speaker-specific reweighting of the hidden unit contributions is learnt and a speaker-dependent mapping layer is learnt for each speaker. In [5], a single DNN models all speakers, with each speaker being modelled with a separate output.

3. MODEL

3.1. Visual Model

The visual model determines how the image of the face is constructed. In our system this is done parametrically, using an AAM. In this work, following [1], the modes are separated into semantically meaningful actions and regions: one mode is used to model blinking, two modes are used to model 3D head rotation, eight modes model the lower half of the face and six modes model the upper half of the face. Please refer to [1] for further details.

The interior of the mouth region is poorly modelled by the AAM and so is modelled separately with a static model of teeth and tongue. In addition, a static image of hair and ears is taken from the training set and added to the synthesised facial image. Figure 1 shows some samples of the visual model.

3.2. Synthesis Model

3.2.1. Feature normalisation

The input text sentence is analysed and 503 numeric and binary features are extracted at every frame. These features include binary features regarding the current and neighbouring phonemes as well as numeric features regarding the quantities, relative positions and durations of phonemes, syllables and words. These features are then normalised to a range of [0.01, 0.99] in order to avoid numerically large features from dominating numerically small features. These normalised features form the input to the DNN.

The output features are the audio and visual speech parameters. In this work we model the audio speech using 45 Mel-cepstral coefficients, logarithmic fundamental frequency, 25-band aperiodicities, 44 phase parameters, and their first and second time derivatives, in addition to a voiced/unvoiced decision. The visual speech is modelled using 17 AAM coefficients and their first derivatives. These are concatenated to form a 380 dimensional feature vector. The audio features were extracted according to the complex cepstrum analysis method of [12]. All features, except for the voiced/unvoiced flag are normalised to zero mean and unit variance. These normalised output features form the output from the DNN.

Because the video sample rate (25 frames per second) is lower than the audio frame rate (32 kHz), the video frame rate is increased to match the audio frame rate using cubic interpolation.

3.2.2. DNN

A DNN transforms the (normalised) linguistic features derived in 3.2.1 to (normalised) acoustic and visual features. The acoustic and visual features are modelled jointly because it is apparent that there is a large degree of correlation between audio and visual speech. By modelling them together in a single model, the mutual information between the audio and visual speech can be exploited.

In order to produce expressive speech, multiple emotions are modelled together in a single DNN with multiple outputs, one per emotion. Thus all layers of the DNN except the output layer are shared between the different expression classes and benefit from being trained by the entire expressive corpus, in contrast to any system which models each expression separately. This approach is inspired by [5]. This is shown in Figure 2.

At training time, for every frame in the training corpus, linguistic features are extracted from the aligned text and
Fig. 2: Multiple output DNN, each output representing a different expression.

phonetic labels and acoustic and visual features are extracted from the audio and video respectively. The DNN is trained using backpropagation with care taken to propagate the error signal from the appropriate output only.

3.2.3. Postprocessing

The output of the DNN is normalised acoustic and visual features. Trajectories of the acoustic and visual parameters which best match the static and dynamic elements of the features are then found using the maximum likelihood parameter generation algorithm [15]. These trajectories are then sampled at the appropriate rate, the acoustic parameters are then used by a vocoder to generate audio speech, while the visual parameters drive an AAM to generate the appropriate accompanying facial movements.

The different expression outputs can be linearly interpolated to yield a continuous expression space. This can be done by simply taking a weighted sum of the different outputs. Because the output layer is linear, this is the same as forming a new output layer which has the same weighted sum of the different output layers.

3.3. Expression Adaptation

The penultimate layer of the DNN, which is the final shared layer, can be thought to represent a mean expression space, with the final expression dependent layers mapping to specific expressions. Given a small amount of training data for a new expression, a new output layer for the network can be added for that expression.

The input linguistic features are propagated to the penultimate layer of a previously trained DNN. No weight adaptation is performed at this stage. In this way, the small amount of new data can take advantage of the much larger training set that the DNN has already been trained on. Now, to estimate the final output layer, a linear regression is learnt between the penultimate layer and the output acoustic and visual features. This can be done using a linear least squares algorithm. Because there could potentially be only a small amount of new training data however, a regularised form of the linear least squares algorithm should be used to avoid overfitting on the small amount of adaptation data. In this work Tikhonov regularisation [14] was used.

Briefly, Tikhonov regularisation is a form of $L_2$ regularisation. In solving $Ax = b$, ordinary least squares minimises $||Ax - b||^2$, while least squares with Tikhonov regularisation minimises $||Ax - b||^2 + ||\Gamma x||^2$, where $\Gamma = \alpha I$. The explicit solution is $\hat{x} = (A^T A + \Gamma^T \Gamma)^{-1} A^T b$. Larger values of $\alpha$ correspond to a higher level of regularisation.

Note that the rest of the DNN is not altered and that linear least squares algorithm is computationally much less expensive than retraining the DNN.

A particularly useful application would be to train an expressive talking head using a large corpus of neutral speech and then a small corpus of expressive speech. This can be achieved using an extension of the approach outlined above by training the DNN on the neutral speech alone and then adding the expression layers later using only a small amount of data for each expression.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1. Corpus

The training corpus is populated with 6591 utterances (735 angry, 696 fearful, 697 happy, 3078 neutral, 691 sad and 694 tender utterances) of a female native British English speaker. There are a further 100 utterances (50 neutral and 10 for each expression) in the validation corpus.

4.2. Model

The DNN used has six hidden layers, each with 1024 neurons and six different output layers, one for each of the expression classes - angry, fearful, happy, neutral, sad and tender. The weights of the DNN were initialised randomly and optimised using stochastic gradient descent with gradients estimated using backpropagation. The error function used was the mean square error between the predicted and actual output features over a minibatch. Minibatches were formed of 256 samples. The network was regularised by penalising the $L_2$-norm of the weights with a penalty of 0.001.

4.3. Evaluation

4.3.1. Quantitative

The synthesised results have been evaluated quantitatively by examining the root-mean-square (RMS) difference in the landmark points of the AAM, as well as the shape-normalised...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All layers trained</th>
<th>One layer adapted</th>
<th>All expressive layers adapted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = 10$</td>
<td>$\alpha = 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>315.8</td>
<td>330.0</td>
<td>325.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>330.9</td>
<td>346.7</td>
<td><strong>316.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>320.1</td>
<td>332.6</td>
<td><strong>317.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>310.3</td>
<td>319.9</td>
<td>316.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender</td>
<td>304.4</td>
<td>315.4</td>
<td>316.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>316.3</td>
<td>328.9</td>
<td><strong>318.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preferred HMM</th>
<th>Preferred DNN</th>
<th>No Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>$30.0 \pm 3.6$</td>
<td><strong>57.9 \pm 3.9</strong></td>
<td>$12.1 \pm 2.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>$38.9 \pm 9.4$</td>
<td><strong>55.6 \pm 9.6</strong></td>
<td>$5.6 \pm 4.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fearful</td>
<td>$38.9 \pm 9.3$</td>
<td><strong>41.7 \pm 9.5</strong></td>
<td>$19.4 \pm 7.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>$25.0 \pm 8.3$</td>
<td><strong>67.6 \pm 9.0</strong></td>
<td>$7.4 \pm 5.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>$20.7 \pm 7.9$</td>
<td><strong>65.1 \pm 9.3</strong></td>
<td>$14.1 \pm 6.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>$32.4 \pm 9.3$</td>
<td><strong>46.1 \pm 9.9</strong></td>
<td>$21.6 \pm 8.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender</td>
<td>$24.5 \pm 8.5$</td>
<td><strong>71.6 \pm 9.3</strong></td>
<td>$3.9 \pm 3.8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparing the average DNN output error on a test set on the various expressive subsets for three different experiments. Firstly, an experiment where all output layers are trained. Secondly, an experiment where one expressive layer is estimated, for various values of $\alpha$. The lowest error is given in bold. Thirdly, an experiment where the network is trained only on neutral data and all expressive layers are estimated.

The quality of the expression adaptation as outlined in Section 3.3 is assessed quantitatively by comparing the error in output of the synthesis model from a fully trained network and from a network with an adapted output layer. 20 utterances were used as adaptation data.

In Table 1, the average DNN output errors for a fully trained network are compared to networks with output layers that were estimated using regularised least squares. The training samples from the expression class corresponding to the estimated output layer were omitted during training. Furthermore, the value of the $\alpha$ was varied; for $\alpha < 100$, the layer weights are too large and overfit the adaptation data and for $\alpha > 1000$, the layer weights are too small and do not model the adaptation data well. For further comparison, the results from a network only trained on neutral speech and adapted for five different expressions is also given. While the error of the adapted layers does increase slightly over the trained layers, they are still comparable.

4.3.2. Qualitative

The DNN-based system presented here is compared to another expressive talking head based on an HMM system [1] that models different expressions using CAT. The test subjects were presented with the 36 pairs of test sentences (not present in the training or validation sets), where the samples in each pair were produced by the DNN-based system and the HMM-based system, with six sentences from each of the six expression classes. Each pair was evaluated by 18 subjects. The subjects were asked, after watching the pair of synthesised samples, to indicate their preference or lack of preference. The results are given in Table 2. The DNN-based system is preferred to the HMM-based system overall and in every expression category. Some sample video clips can be viewed by visiting http://mi.eng.cam.ac.uk/~jwp37.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a DNN-based expressive talking head. Unlike other systems, the entire face is modelled, which is important for expressive visual speech. Furthermore, new expressions can be added to the model with a small amount of adaptation data and without retraining the network. Our method outperforms an expressive HMM-based talking head.

Attention is being turned to investigate alternate methods of modelling different expressions, in particular using a gated final layer, where the final layer models a three-way relationship between the penultimate layer, the expression and the output. Furthermore, we wish to investigate the use of similar techniques to jointly model speaker and expression and so perform both speaker and expression adaptation.
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